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“Benjamin and Lacis’ description, and subsequent re-readings of
their text, invite numerous ways of thinking of porosity. They raise
questions relating to borders, thresholds and boundaries (and—
through Andrew Benjamin—of the representational strategies
associated with these conditions). They describe a material condition,
in which city and ground (stone, but also magma, water, soil, etc.)
interpenetrate. They describe a social, performative condition
whereby daily life and public space become intertwined. We are
interested in all these aspects of porosity. By way of a short hand
we will refer to these myriad connected porosities as an “ecology of
porosities” (eco-, from οίκος, oikos, meaning ‘house’ or ‘household’,
and -logic, from λογία, logia, meaning ‘study’), echoing Isabelle
Stengers’ description of an “ecology of practices.” This ecological
porosity is the underlying concern for the studio: City Fragments:
Neapolitan Porosities will explore how we might dwell (and how we
might build) in a manner that is more conscious of our dwelling place
(a landscape, nature, the world). We are therefore concerned with
porosity as an active condition, with developing theses that explore
how me might foster, through architectural design, contemporary
urban porosities.”1
This report states our speculations and position on porosity,
architecture and the Neapolitan city based on its specific ground
condition which has been developed through design-research
methodologies, an approach central to the studio.

Dr. Chris French and Dr. Maria Mitsoula
Edinburgh University School of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture
M.Arch Programme
2019/2020
1. French, Chris and Maria Mitsoula, City Fragments: Neapolitan Porosities, Brief 1: Animate Drawings (Representing
Porosity), (Edinburgh: ESALA, 2019), 8.
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introduction / thesis

THESIS

“Grounds operate with great nuance. They resist hierarchy. There are no axes, centres, or other obviously
explicit means of providing orientation. Single, uncomplicated meanings are rare. Instead, there are open
networks, partial fields, radical repetition, and suggestive fragments that overlap, weave together, and
constantly transform. Within this textural density edges, seams, junctures, and other gaps reveal moments
of fertile discontinuity where new relationships might grow. Relationships among grounds are multiple,
shifting, and inclusive. They engage the particular and the concrete rather than the abstract and the
general.”2
											

Naples is sinking; the city is undermined by an unreliable
substratum, disturbed by sinkholes, landslides, earthquakes
and disease. Unlawful construction has moved up the slopes of
Vesuvius, as inhabitants forget the nature of the ground they
occupy. Concrete constructions within the city have led to collapses
in the caverns below, giving new urgency to the adage that Naples
is built on nothing. Of/On/Over Tufo seeks to re-engage Naples
with its ground, reminding the city of its volcanic substrate, and
that uncertain ground can form the basis for rethinking how Naples
builds in and of itself.
The district of Rione Sanità (sanità, noun. health) stands guard
over the highest number of subterranean caverns—many
undocumented—in the city. As the city grows upward, Sanità
looks down. The skulls of unknown dead are watched over at the
catacombs of San Gaudioso, San Gennaro and San Severo, and
caverns are utilised by locals to park, store and live. The health of the
population of this once-prosperous district is failing, as is the health
of its subsoil. The architectural proposals explored in Of/On/Over
Tufo are aware of the uncertainties of this Neapolitan landscape
and the precarious conditions of Sanità, but also of the intertwining
material history of Naples, its people and its substrate: tufo, or tuff
stone. A series of social amenities and workshops exploring ground
conditions and tectonics reinforce the essential nature of a healthy
relationship with ground. New gateways brace the Lotti and Tronari
Quarries that allow those working with, on and over ground
(fabricators, surveyors, performers) to operate in dialogue with the
adjacent Osservatorio Astronomico di Capodimonte.
figure 1 Entrance to the Tronari Quarry
(hypogeum quarry), Via Tronari,
Sanità

2. Dripps, Robin, “Groundwork,” in Site Matters: Design Concepts, Histories, and Strategies, ed. Carol Burns and Andrea
Kahn (New York and London: Routledge, 2005), 71.
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Basso/i: Ground floor dwelling in the Historic Centre and Spanish Quarters;
Commonly inhabited by poorer inhabitants.
Dissesti: Disruptions, movements
Fontanelle: Space between bones of the skull (English) Fountain (French)
L’Arte di arrangiarsi: The art of adapting to all circumstances
Lave dei Virgini: Mudslides in the Sanità district
Occhio di Monte: “Eye of the mountain”; The removal access shaft to excavate large tufo
blocks.
Pezzentelle: Purgatory Souls that reside in the Fontanelle Cemetery of Rione Sanità
Piperno: Magmatic stone used for monumental architecture.
Piano Nobile: The “Noble Level”; Upper floor dwellings in the Historic centre and Spanish
Quarters;
Commonly inhabited by rich inhabitants.
Pozzolana: A volcanic ash used commonly mixed with lime for cement construction.
Sanità: Health
Smarra: A pick with two vertical blades used to cut Tufo.
Sottosuolo: Subsoil
(Sub)Stratum: Layers of rock in the ground
Tufo: Igneous, volcanic rock. Abundantly used in Naples as a building material.

introduction / glossaries

STRATUM GLOSSARY

EXTENDED GLOSSARY
Animate Drawing: Within City Fragments the animate drawing was created as a means to
investigate porosity - an exploration beyond traditional representational techniques.3 For
Of/On/Over Tufo this exploration followed an interest in geological and material porosity,
and in turn how these have affected the city socially. The animate drawing became a series of
layers, gestures and reactions to porosity within Naples, developing throughout the project.
Earthworks: These constructive works are sculpted of and with the ground, often including
programmes of social intent as a means to participate in wider geochoreographies.
Earthpier: Pieces within the earthworks that are primarily used for circulation and
connection. They provide forms of bracing as they stretch across ravines of instability.
Geochoreographies: A geochoreography relates to an individuals behaviour and relationship
within their landscape. Within Of/On/Over Tufo, geochoreographies concern the residents
of Naples and the relationship of their living image and body motion within the unknown
fragile ground networks surrounding them.
Geopolitical: Politics affected by geographical influence. For Of/On/Over Tufo this includes
the unlawful building on fragile ground, the incomplete mappings of underground cavities,
and the social relationships within poor neighbourhoods that live within these fragile
grounds.
Performative Constructions: Within the City Fragments brief, Performative Constructions
were created as apparatuses to develop techniques of the animate drawing. They are
new architectures to bring programme, sites and forms.4 For Of/On/Over Tufo these
constructions became means of testing gateways between grounds. Between morphological
constraints but also as extensions of programmes lost or underdeveloped within poor
neighbourhoods as they struggle with erosion and sinking of the ground they inhabit.
Tufo Wall: These half natural, half man made pieces respond to ravine conditions. This
is a centuries old construction method, and through mapping these tufo walls, areas of
instability within Naples come to the forefront. Within the Earthworks these tufo walls
become bracing pieces and key connections vertically and horizontally across the quarry
site.

Vicolo/i: Alleyways

3. French and Mitsoula, City Fragments: Neapolitan Porosities
Brief 01, 13-18.
4. French and Mitsoula, City Fragments: Neapolitan Porosities,
Brief 2: Performative Constructions (Spatial Porosity), (Edinburgh: ESALA, 2019, 1-2.
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“Permeating the very soil of Naples, toof is an immediately available material, and this
creates one of the city’s fascinating paradoxes. The majority of the buildings, in fact,
lie directly on the caves from where the construction materials were taken, giving the
feeling of a city rising from its own womb. Thus, if Venice is erected upon an underwater
forest of innumerable trees, Naples is founded on hollows, its bodies literally staying at
the bottom of burning fields and living in houses and streets fabricated with volcanic
rocks, whether toof or other kinds of lava formations. Developing in a vast network
of subterranean tunnels, these hollows—used as storage spaces, domestic dumps, and,
during World War II, as antiaircraft shelters—have filtered for centuries the matter
and emotions of the city above, participating in its life with their underground mineral
agency.”
Serenella Iovino, “Bodies of Naples: Stories, Matter and the Landscapes of Porosity”, 2014, 100.
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introduction / ‘porosity’

defining porosity in Naples
The relationship, or sometimes lack of, between the city and its ground is impossible to miss
when walking the streets of Naples. Material porosity is ingrained within its construction
as you brush past crumbling tufo walls of the Spanish quarters and discover cars crammed
into abandoned caves of Sanità. As Iovino notes, this underground permeates into the
way Neapolitans live. People gather in cafes and restaurants that sit in streets shrouded
in darkness, as if they find comfort in these gloomy enclosures strung between extreme
changes in morphology.
However, the presence of disorganized concrete construction is vast, and awareness of
the underground below often nonexistent. Porosity becomes a consideration at all scales
of this report and proposal. From the conflict between city growth and geological fabric
of a volcanic substrate, to the porosity of this volcanic stone at its very build up – how it
absorbs and mutates and is carved. Of/On/Over Tufo extends this interest in porosity to
social permeability and programmatic movement across these grounds and each resident’s
geochoreography within Naples’ expansive volcanic ground.

figure 2 (previous page) Mount Vesuvius from the top of
the Spanish Quarters
figures 3 & 4 Gateway in the Tronari Quarry;
Exposed tufo facade in the
Quartieri Spagnoli (Spanish
Quarters)
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figures 9 - 13 Printing studies; Foam, paint
and gesso

introduction / methodology

METHODOLOGY

Representation of ground, in particular tufo, through model and
drawing became an important element within the design process.
Building within the ground provided an enclosure and architecture of
which to inhabit. Foam became this tangible inhabited layer. Through
a variety of maquettes, paper and modroc rise from foam bases to
explore how one might inhabit such grounds. In the same way our
drawings developed through layering. Printing and tracing, created a
means to further explore representation and eventually move through
to a digital format.
The animate drawing (Of/On/Over Tufo: Charting Uncertain Ground)
provided a structure to create, layer and amend our understanding
of the ground at city scale. A steel frame assembled from parts that
could be added or withdrawn created a means of hanging thicknesses
of ground. The drawing of this model allowed quick refigurements,
additional annotation layers and layers of accuracy to uncertain
grounds. It formed the basis for our working at all scales following.
figures 5 - 8 1:200 Study Models of
Performative Constructions;
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animate scales
The 1:2000 animate drawing, Charting Uncertain Ground, began to
transfigure beyond the city scale as our area of enquiry deepened and
design moves were realised. A series of large scale drawing explorations
at differing scales were used to broaden our understanding of the
ground. At 1:500, Charting Sanità, begins to map specific layers of
this uncertain Neapolitan ground within our district of interrogation,
bringing new layers of social and contextual issues to the ground. At
1:200, Charting Programmatic Densities, concentrates in on density
of inhabitancy within the chosen site and groundwork. Programmes
‘of ’, ‘on’ and ‘over’ ground are revealed and their relationship with
morphology and their surrounding district shown.

figure 14 Charting Uncertain Ground;
originally drawn at 1:2000 on
exhibition banner (914x2500mm)

figure 15 Charting Uncertain Sanità;
originally drawn at 1:500 on
exhibition banner (914x2500mm)

figure 16 Charting Programmatic Densities;
originally drawn at 1:200 on
exhibition banner (914x2500mm)
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figure 17 Film Still; Layering the Animate
Drawing

PREFACE
As a group of four we have worked seamlessly between
projects throughout. Combined research and group
efforts have created models and drawings that reflect this
collective working. Semester I saw the creation of four
Performative Constructions that each speak to each other,
in terms of structure and programmatic intent. These
designs translated into Semester II, where each programme
took on a new scale and endeavour. A tectonic and
programmatic framework was designed and an approach
set out to designing in a site with peculiar constraints. To
push forward designs each member of the group took on a
segment of this masterplan, creating nuances and personal
touches to the scheme. However it was paramount that
each piece communicated with one another, through
shared landscapes, programme and social focus; it is
impossible to read one piece without another. Hence this
document presents “Earthworks” as one in its response to
Naples’ uncertain ground.
This report has been sectioned into three: Of, On and
Over. In morphological terms, these sections explore the
volcanic tufo substrate, the shifting surface ground and
urban constructions. The terms provide a focus to the
social and pedological issues that weave through these
grounds and allow schematic intent and strategy to be
conveyed in response to this research.
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ANIMATE LAYERS

figure 18

OF, Volcanic Hypogeum Ground Layer
Represented through Foam within the Animate Drawing.

figure 19

ON, Shifting Subsoil Layers
Represented through Modroc within the Animate Drawing. The
ravines become visible and highlight districts most vulnerable.

figure 20

OVER, Urban Morphology Layers
Districts of Sanità and Quartieri Spagnoli highlighted
Represented through Paper within the Animate Drawing
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CONTENTS
of

Geology
Naples’ Volcanic Substratum
Material properties of Tufo
Geology: Ravines and Ridge Lines
Earthworks: Positioning Sanita
Sunken Morphology
Sculpted Morphology
Utilising existing Morphology

Environment
Climatic Conditions
Air movement

on

Instabilities

over

Urban Morphology

Land movement and Landslides
Water Collection
Replanting the Quarry

Urban: Ridge and Ravine Conditions
Spanish Quarters
Physical Instabilities of Sanita
Social Instabilities of Sanita
Waste and Re-use
Urban Planning for Sanita
figure 21 Physical Layers of the Animate Drawing
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figure 22 Earthworks: Music Commons,
Geopolitical Observatory,
Glassworks and Stoneworks,
Woodworks; Aerial view from the
Pedological Observatory Gate

Performative Constructions tested through the hypogeum
Tronari Quarry that dealt with music, artisan and cleansing
are translated to larger institutional programmes within the
open Lotti Quarry.
Earthpiers
These pieces connect to the cave openings and performative
constructions acting as guides to navigate the scheme.
Often bordered by a tufo wall the connection of scale and
materiality is continued from cave to open quarry.
Music Commons
Amphitheatre, libraries and a range of teaching and practice
rooms bring urban scale to the quarry.
Geological Observatory
Through labs, mapping and planning offices and teaching
spaces the Geological Observatory creates a mix of public
and private to research and communicate the importance of
earthly understanding.
Stone and Glassworks
These workshops and teaching rooms offer space for a range
of artisans. Accommodation above provides for live-in
apprentice’s and teachers.
Cafe and Marketspace
Public and easily accessible the products created by
Earthworks are made available allowing the workshops to
become self sufficient.
Woodworks
Trees are grown on site alongside bespoke spaces for
carpentry, joinery and teaching rooms for the passing
down of skills. The Woodworks adds civic function with
an archive to document Earthworks production, sales and
growth.
Scheme Maintenance
These spaces include multifunctional and administrative
functions. Overlooking the scheme they create civic
connections to the Astronomical Observatory above.
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figure 23 Film Still; Layering the Animate
Drawing
Geology / Foam Layer

OF |

geology
environment
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of / geology: volcanic substratum

volcanic substratum
Naples, the capital of the Italian region of Campania, is situated
at the centre of the Campanian Volcanic Arc, anchored by Mount
Vesuvius to the East and the volcanic craters of Campi Flegrei
(Phlegrean Fields) to the West.5 The city’s urban area was created
by activity and eruptions of both volcanic districts, the by-product
of which being tufo, a porous rock formed by the consolidation of
volcanic dust and ash, which the city rests upon. This geological
substructure, which is not less than ten metres thick in Naples’
historic centre,6 has been critical to the city’s physical and social
development, the building techniques and materials used, and its
ground condition.
The ground beneath Naples is a measure of history; the activity
and eruptions of the city’s volcanic neighbours is recorded in the
stratified substratum, as well as the subsoil which is suspended
above, the layers of various pyroclastic flows compressed with time,
creating the different types of tufo unique to the region. It seems
intuitive that a city built on rock would be stable, but in the case of
Naples, the opposite is what exists.
The geological build-up of this volcanic bedrock, coupled with
the region’s steep topography, seismic activity and other natural
phenomena create an unstable ground condition for the city’s base,
even before the presence of any man-made interventions above
or below this ground. This instability is further intensified by the
volcanic bedrock’s vulnerability to being weakened by water. The
volcanic territories of Mount Vesuvius and the Phlegrean Fields
interacting with marine sedimentary processes. Aquifers and the
water table infiltrate the layers of pyroclastic flows, degrading the
surrounding bedrock, resulting in instability.7 The factors which
impact the stability of this volcanic substratum underpin the
fragility of the layers of subsoil and urban infrastructure suspended
above.
The instability of this volcanic substratum was disregarded by the
Neapolitans, which is proven when considering the shear amount
of it that was carved out from the Greek-Roman age to make room
for underground structures like aqueducts,8 but also more recently,
to exploit the extracted tufo for a building material as the city
expanded; tufo, as a material, was relatively easy to extract, and
the volcanic terrain was workable. These extraction processes left
large cavities in this rocky substratum, concealed to those above
ground in most instances. The tufo that was quarried was often used
directly above its location of excavation; the increase in presence
of cavities became directly proportional to the growth of the city.9
The districts of Rione Sanità, Vergini and the Quartieri Spagnoli
(Spanish Quarters), were the areas of most intense tufo excavation,
and now have the greatest number of subterranean cavities, a
specific focus being the slope up to Capodimonte Hill.10 This also
makes them the districts most susceptible to sinkings in the subsoil
above.

5. De Stefano, Vincenzo, Valerio Di Pinto and Carlo Gerundo, “Naples and its Parallel City” in Think Deep: Planning,
development and use of underground space in cities, ed. Han
Admiraal and Shipra Narang Suri (The Hague: ISOCARP,
2015), 35.
6. De Stefano, Di Pinto and Gerundo, “Naples and its Parallel
City”, 35.
7. Guarino, Paolo M. and Stefania Nisio, “Anthropogenic
sinkholes in the territory of the city of Naples (Southern
Italy),” Physics and Chemistry of the Earth 49, (2012): 93.
8. Guarino and Nisio, “Anthropogenic sinkholes in the territory of the city of Naples (Southern Italy),” 94.
9. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune
di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, trans. Jeff Matthews, (Napoli: A Cure Del Comune, 1967), 123.
10. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 135.

figure 24 Mapping Naples’ Volcanic Context
and Social Chaos; Originally
drawn and modelled at 1:40000
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of / geology: volcanic substratum

figure 26 Sunken ground condition
supported by tufo arches and
retaining elements; Rione Sanità

A steep ridge cuts through Naples, running from which
marks a change in the city’s geological substratum,
from heavy pyroclastic deposits at the top of the ridge
to loose pyroclastic deposits at its base. These deposits
erode at different rates; districts such as the Spanish
Quarters, Rione Sanità and Virgini rest on this loose
base, which is more vulnerable to erosion from water
saturation and water run-off along the ridge.
A series of ravines exist in the city along and adjacent
to the ridge, and were also created as a result of water
erosion. Parts of the urban morphology were built
around them or right against their edges, making it
difficult to decipher whether the dramatic condition
or building existed first. The destabilising elements
of the Neapolitan ground – the geological formation
and changes, tufo excavation, hydrological processes,
topography – are intertwined and influence one another
to create this uncertain, forgotten ground.

This unstable substratum became a starting point for
the Animate Drawing (Charting Uncertain Grounds)
as a base layer from which we could start to explore
the city and its morphology, as well as a physical base
for our model investigation. The foam represents this
condensed tufo, upon which the subsoil rests and the
city is built. The porosity present in this layer, the
network of cavities and sinkings, continues upwards
through the different layers of the model, leaving the
foam exposed in some places in a similar way to what is
visible in punctuated moments throughout Naples.

figure 25 Mapping the ridge line against
sunken ground conditions and
urban morphology; the ridge
marks a change in geology
Originally drawn 1:2500
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figure 27 Isometric highlighting the tufo
walls, which help stabilise the
Lotti Quarry and the earthworks

From this research on ground, and the making and drawing
of ground, it emerged that unstable ground conditions became
concentrated in particular areas such as Rione Sanità, focusing our
subject of investigation towards bracing uncertain grounds in these
neighbourhoods, whilst being translatable across Naples’ ridge
line. The proposals for Performative Constructions (‘Iron Forge’,
‘Pedological Observatory Gate’, ‘Theatre and Costume Workshop’,
‘Violin Makers’ Workshop’) used footings – large retaining elements
of stone and concrete – to brace the Tronari Quarry (hypogeum)
whilst simultaneously holding programme.
The Tufo Wall
For Earthworks and the context of the Lotti Quarry (open-air), the
bracing elements theorised became a series of thick (800 – 1200mm)
tufo walls. These tufo walls extend from a mapping of Naples’ tufo
retaining walls that hold ground and move across the ridge line.
The Tufo Wall is repurposed, rethought and used to sculpt new
ground conditions within the quarry. Some span vertically from
quarry to city, others exist solely at the base of the earthworks,
but each have an element that spans laterally as they interrupt the
existing fragile ground condition in order to help hold a more stable
one. The walls act as placemarkers whilst enabling programme to
occur within this remarkable sunken condition.

figure 28 Tufo walls support the ground
and programmes suspended
between them; Charting
Programmatic Densities
Originally drawn 1:200
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF TUFO

Piperno is a dark grey, magmatic stone specific to Campania,
used mostly between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries for
noble, monumental architecture within Naples such as Chiesa del
Gesù Nuovo and the Piazza Amedeo.13 This variety of stone is less
vulnerable to weathering from moisture compared to the Neapolitan
tufo. With piperno quarries now inaccessible, the stone is only really
used for restoration works throughout Naples.

figure 29 Castel dell’Ovo; Solid tufo
structure

When wetted, tufo can act as an efficient mortar as a result of its
porosity, however, pozzolana, another product of the volcanic
compression process, provides an even stronger alternative to
mortar and plastering material.14

“… an infinitely porous, spongy, or cavernous texture without emptiness, caverns
endlessly contained in other cavers: no matter how small, each body contains a world
pierced with irregular passages…”11

Porosity can be used as a metaphor for the city, its architecture
and social structures, but within our own process, similar to ideas
discussed by Michalsky, porosity is the geological and material
quality of tufo.12

11. Deleuze, Gilles, and Jonathan Strauss. “The Fold.” Yale
French Studies, 80 (1991), 232, doi:10.2307/2930269.
12. Michalsky, Tanja, “Naples Vertical “Deep Holes” in a
Porous City, (IAAS: 2018), 4, https://academiccommons.
columbia.edu/doi/10.7916/d8-gar2-6410.

The most common variety of tufo present in Naples is Neapolitan
Yellow Tufo, which is known for being easy to work with, and light
while maintaining its strength. Used in construction of all types,
from countless residential buildings to castles and cathedrals
(Castel dell’Ovo, Castel Nuovo, Chiostro di Santa Chiara), Tufo has
given a particular character to the region’s architecture. It’s porosity
and ability to absorb moisture (rising damp) give Naples’ Tufo a
crumbling exposed surface and weathered character as it succumbs
and weakens in response to the elements both above and below
ground.

figure 30 Chiesa del Gesù Nuovo; Piperno
facade

13. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 42.
14. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 55.
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figure 31 Occhio di monte at the Tronari
Quarry
figure 32 Mined tufo at fontanelle
cemetery

For centuries Neapolitans preferred to mine tufo
for construction from underground sites, creating
the network of cavities below the city, rather than
embankments or open-air quarries as little transport of
materials was involved this way.15 The “occhio di monte”
(eye of the mountain) was one method to extract stone
directly (as seen at the Tronari Quarry, see figure 29).
This central shaft would be cut downwards into the
tufo before carving a series of tunnels that extended
horizontally.16 The tufo would then be moved back
up the occhio di monte for removal. These hypogeum
quarries were dug with flat ceilings up to 10 – 15m
in height and 4 – 5m in width. In the late nineteenth
century, the galleries began to increase to up to 22m in
height to satisfy demands for faster and more economic
production.17 Hills, which made up the ground which
these quarries were dug from, became at risk as the
quarries’ galleries began to intersect with only thin
columns of support.
Open pit quarries are also present in Naples, whereby
tufo was removed following the slope of the natural
terrain by cutting steps into the surface. The abandoned

Both Performative Constructions and Earthworks use the presence
and porous materiality of tufo, the remnants of its quarrying
processes and the social and physical porosity they have and
continue to create, as a contextual base to work from. From using
foam as a printing mechanism to recreate the porous character
of tufo, to speculating methods in which to create public and
institutional spaces in both a hypogeum and open-air tufo quarry,
the latter being centred around four structural, grounding tufo
walls; our intention has always been to propose an architecture
which reminds Neapolitans of their context, their unique ground
condition which has seemingly been forgotten.

Lotti Quarry is one such example, which exists in Rione
Sanità alongside the Tronari Quarry, its hypogeum
counterpart.
Many of these quarries are abandoned due to
restrictions imposed by the government as a result of
tufo overexploitation, as a building material and the
impacts this had on ground stability, in the 1920’s and
an eventual shutdown of all quarries in the 1970’s.18
These changes were the first attempts by the city
to conserve the integrity of its subsoil. The Italian
government’s attitude towards Naples’ fragile ground
intensified in 2006, when a temporary home descended
38m through the occhio di monte of a cavern on Sanità’s
Capodimonte Hill; their proposition was to fill in the
quarry with €8 million worth of concrete to eliminate
the risk.19

15. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 54.
16. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 108.
17. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 108.
18. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 109.
19. Larry Ray, “The Cavern Beneath via Nicolardi”, 2006,
british-caving.org.uk.
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rione sanitÀ: ground condition
“The souls of the dead did not depart for a foreign world; they continued to exist underground in close proximity to the living, from whom the required regular attention.
This gave to the soil a meaning of considerable personal import, suggesting an unexpected vitality.”20

figures 34 - 35 Catacombs of San Gennaro and
San Gaudioso

Rione Sanità stands apart as a Neapolitan district with
a particularly complex relationship with its ground.
In Roman and Hellenistic times, Rione Sanità (noun.
health) was designated as a burial place. Traditions and
rituals have continued since this time, the residents’
attitudes to death are unlike elsewhere; churches,
catacombs and cemeteries are key landmarks and
economic drivers of the area. The catacombs of San
Gennaro and San Gaudioso are two prime examples,
their locations and stature mark them as gateways into
the district.

and prosperous area with signs of this past life
visible in extravagant Palazzo’s within the district.
Contradictorily, the ground is now failing. In Sanità,
and its neighbouring district Vergini, the Neapolitans
dug the deepest and most intensely when excavating the
district’s tufo, with the vision of the people of the city
being able to travel seamlessly between the city of the
living and the invisible city below.

Naples’ expansion throughout the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries led to Sanità becoming a wealthy
figure 33 Animate Drawing: Charting
Uncertain Ground;
Originally drawn at 1:2000
Rione Sanità, the morphology of
its fragile, overlapping ground
condition

20. Dripps, “Groundwork,” 64.
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figure 36 Corso Amedeo di Savoia beyond
the Basilica di Santa Maria della
Sanità

The construction of Corso Amedeo di Savoia in the
early nineteenth century as a royal route from the
Palazzo di Capodimonte down to the sea, Sanità
became isolated as the city began to rise above and the
district descended into a state of disrepute. Riddled
with poverty and disease the inhabitants of Sanità
began to feel more connected to their dead, rather than
the living. The disconnect between resident, surface
ground and city intensified, with human health and soil
health both suffering as a result.
Dripp suggests that there is an “unexpected vitality”
within a ground that is inhabited by the dead.21 In the
same way, historical events of mining, cavern collapse

and polluted soil have given the ground a narrative
and documentation. Our exploration of Sanità’s
ground reflects this narrative through the mapping of
anthropogenic sinkholes, cavities, ravines, quarries
and steep topographical changes of the district. Some
of these sunken conditions are animated with large tufo
retaining walls. Often blending with the buildings they
surround or prop up their forms are hard to decipher,
blurring the boundaries between wall and ground.22
This concept of retaining and propping gives rise to
moments of Earthworks tectonic language; tufo walls
retain sculpted and sunken pieces of quarry ground,
prop lightweight frames and floorplates and support
dramatic drops in height.

figure 37 Animate Drawing: Charting
Sanità;
Originally drawn at 1:500

21. Dripps, “Groundwork,” 64.
22. Dripps, “Groundwork,” 66.

Rione Sanità, the morphology of
its fragile, overlapping ground
condition
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LOTTI & TRONARI QUARRIES
Positioned just below the Capodimonte Hill are the Tronari and
Lotti Quarries, a large pore in the landscape of Rione Sanità, mostly
hidden from view on ground level, aside from a hypogeum entrance
off Via Tronari. The Tronari Quarry leads off this entrance, its
hypogeum network of caves provide the context for Performative
Constructions. Currently accessible, the quarry is primarily used
as a car park for the residents of Sanità and is also the location of
a metal workshop. Buildings have been established around, within
and upon the hill top that holds this cave network. Some caves lead
to openings up to the bordering open-air Lotti Quarry (that remains
inaccessible to the public at present, either due to safety or personal
land use.) An interesting relationship exists between the Lotti
Quarry and the adjacent Astronomical Observatory (Osservatorio
Astronomico di Capodimonte), which sits approximately 42m above
the open-air quarry’s base. The quarry is sunken, embedded within
the ground, an amplified piece of Sanità’s ground condition. In
contrast the Observatory is raised above and focuses on the sky.
These exceptional porous spaces are hidden, but their physical and
social position within Sanità provide a landscape of potential to
establish opportunities for exchange23, to seamlessly connect Sanità’s
residents with their ground, address the high-low marginalisation
within the district, whilst bringing light to its underground spaces

23. Stavrides, Stavros, “Urban Porosity and the Right to a
Shared City, in Porous City: From Metaphor to Urban Agenda,
ed. Sophie Wofrum (Basil: Birkhäuser, 2018), 33.

figure 38 Sectional Perspective through
the Lotti Quarry (cave links to
the Tronari Quarry shown in
linework on left); Astronomical
Observatory, top right;
Earthworks
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figure 39 Axonometric of Osservatorio
Astronomico di Capodimonte
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Osservatorio Astronomico di
Capodimonte

11

12

13

5
6

Monumental Building and Observation Domes
First Floor - Library, Planetariums
Ground Floor - Auditorium, Museum of Astronomical Instruments

Outbuildings/ Annexes
North Concierge
2 Parking
3 Former Stable Building
4 The Meridian
7 The Bamberg
9 Carpentry
11 The Celostat
15 Former South Gatehouse - Guesthouse
1

14

Connecting Elements
“Budello” with annexed offices
10 Monumental Staircase
14 Scala della Riccia (Ladder of the Riccia)
8

12 Villa della Riccia
13 Guesthouse
16 The Park
15

17 Family Plots
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Vertical Dialogues
The Astronomical Observatory built on tufo foundations is
composed of a complex network of buried walkways, observation
domes and grand monumental pieces over 6 acres of parkland. For
over 150 years two families of settlers have resided in this parkland
to cultivate vines, plants and fruit trees to equip the observatory
with an independent income. With a site boundary of similar size
to the Lotti Quarry it proved a valuable precedent. It’s programme
and sustainable nature further informed programme choices within
the Earthworks.
6

7

5

4
3

To speak in dialogue with this adjacent institution there are select
moments where civic programme moves upward. A multi-functional
space for gallery, meeting or events joins to administrative offices
on this top floor. Sunken underground they mimic the “Budello”
walkway that sits just beyond, suspended between thick tufo walls.
Gardeners workshops assist existing families as guardians over new
observatory grounds.
Two entry points allow access between these two institutions.
The excavated quarry descending as though a reflection of the
observatory above.

1
2

The Southern Stair
Gardener’s Workshops
Observatory Parking
Gallery/ Flexible Space
Shop within Courtyard
6 Earthworks Admin Offices
7 Meeting Room
8 The Northern Stair
9 Northern Viewing Platform
10 Earthworks Parking
1
2
3
4
5

figure 40 Earthworks: Site Plan
Originally drawn 1:200 at A1
+40 to + 43m above datum

N
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earthworks and morphologies of ground
Our approach to working within the context of the Lotti
Quarry required careful attention to the condition of its
base, as well as its connections to the hypogeum caves
of the Tronari Quarry and the potential to intensify its
relationship to the Astronomical Observatory and the
wider Neapolitan context.
As the tectonic language and programmes of
Earthworks were developed, different morphologies of
this re-worked quarry ground began to emerge in order
to support these systems. Fragments of this ground
have been sunken, sculpted, shifted or left untouched.
They are retained or interrupted by the large tufo walls,
to create spaces for programmes to exist or to allow
navigation throughout the Lotti and Tronari Quarries
and back into the city.

0m datum

This modified ground is the basis of Earthworks,
physically and figuratively. Within the realm of this
project, ‘earthworks’ is a term that represents the
collective proposition for the Lotti Quarry, the sinking,
shifting and sculpting of its ground, working with the
existing earth. In this Neapolitan context, ‘earthworks’
encompasses how the ground interacts with other
social, political, environmental and tectonic systems24,
and in turn how these systems impact the ground.
figure 41 1:500 Earthworks Model; Reworked ground and four tufo
walls

N

24. Dripps, “Groundwork,” 72.

figure 42 North-South Section; Originally
drawn 1:200 at A1
Earthworks; Music Commons,
Geopolitical Observatory,
Glassworks and Stoneworks,
Woodworks
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figure 43 Aerial View from Northern
Access Platform
+43m above datum
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SUNKEN MORPHOLOGY
Amphitheatre Earthpier
The Amphitheatre Earthpier is positioned along the northern
edge of the Lotti Quarry, its hook-like shape following the line of
the quarry’s face. This tufo wall braces the surrounding ground,
allowing the ground between to be pushed down, creating space for
the amphitheatre’s stage, the descending seating and the backstage
spaces and services below. The amphitheatre’s sunken position
also creates a favourable acoustic environment, as the surrounding
ground and trees above act as a buffer and help absorb sound.
This move grounds an important piece of the civic programme
of Earthworks, the surroundings of tufo – earthpier and quarry
face beyond – provide the public with an awareness of the fragile
landscape within which they exist, their geochoreographies.
The ‘street’ continues between this earthpier and the quarry face,
and its raised position and viewing points provide glimpses down
into the amphitheatre, before descending around the adjacent
terraced landscape and into the hypogeum entrance connected to
the northern earthpier and the Tronari Quarry.

figure 44 Earthworks: Music Commons;
View from public walkway into
Amphitheatre Earthpier with
quarry face beyond

figure 45 Earthworks: Music Commons;
Backstage tuning, changing and
storage spaces with access to
amphitheatre stage
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

0m datum
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figure 47 Earthworks: Woodworks; View
from the Southern Earthpier

LOGICAL OBSERVATORY GATE

figure 46 Performative Constructions:
Pedological Observatory Gate;
Spatial study

Cave Morphology
The extensive Tronari cave network contains a wealth of unique
cathedral-like spaces with immense quarried tufo walls leading
up to access shafts and down to wells. Old marking from miners
movements in times of tunnel extraction remain unchanged as the
tufo has remained preserved from the elements.

25. This Performative Construction aims to bring health back
to the district through a re-engagement between the soil and
the district’s inhabitants. It contains spaces to allow those
travelling from the city and working in the hypogeum quarry
to cleanse and rest before entering the Pedological Observatory. A tower climbing up the face of the quarry connects the
residents of Riona Sanità to the top of the Tronari Quarry,
helping to remove the physical and social barrier between
these two communities.

Southern Earthpier
The pedological observatory gate25 provides a core staircase
exiting the Tronari Quarry. On ascent the underground spaces are
continued as the Southern Earthpier is sunk within the existing
morphology and the route remains submerged. A tufo wall leads
visitors up whilst providing slots upward towards select views of the
earthworks. Glimpses of sky and moments of light become rarities
on entrance.
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figure 48 Earthworks: Woodworks;
Southern Earthpier stepped
section
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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SCULPTED MORPHOLOGY
Café Earthpier
Reaching across the quarry, the Café Earthpier sculpts the ground
into a long pier holding different programs within it. Storage for the
workshops and land maintenance is slotted inside, guiding people
from open air through the earth. The piece acts as a connection
between the ‘street’ and the cave entrances, with a ramp wrapping
around the café situated at the end of the pier. The café brings
people across the scheme and the district together, with the recycle
collection and market space closely linked. The journey up the ramp
alongside the tall tufo wall creates the feeling of emerging from
inside the ground though raised above it, playing with the shifting
levels and layers of the subsoil.

0m datum

figure 49 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; View up Café
Earthpier

figure 50 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; Café Earthpier
stepped section
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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Northern Earthpier
The Northern Earthpier intersects the ‘street’ at the eastern side of
the quarry and sinks down to join the extended hypogeum network
on the western side. By reaching across the quarry in this way the
earth pier acts as a brace between the two tufo rock faces. The
earth pier sculpts the ground into a series of descending terraced
gardens that connect onto the soil laboratories and neighbourhood
development workshops. This segmented landscape allows
passersby glimpses into the research and development being carried
out in these spaces, whilst providing shaded seating courtyards. As
the earth pier becomes submerged in the hypogeum environment
it connects on to the main staircase leading from the bottom of the
quarry up into the auditorium.

0m datum

figure 51 Earthworks: Geopolitical
Observatory; Northern Earthpier
section and Geopolitcal
Observatory elevation
Origibally drawn 1:200 at A2

figure 52 Earthworks: Geopolitical
Observatory; View from the
Northern Earthpier
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figure 53 Earthworks: Woodworks;
Sectional perspective through
ground and workshops

Embracing Existing Morphology
SHIFTED & EXISTING MORPHOLOGIES

Shifted Morphology
Generally where ground is built or dug into these moves have been
done in tandem. Ground is shifted and negotiated.
Existing Morphology
Most of this intangible subsoil is left to allow for planting and
landscape moves with the original nature of this crumbling quarry
ground retained.
Within the existing astronomical observatory terracing is used
throughout, some of which is unused. In connecting upwards the
Earthworks joins to these existing grounds, repurposing terraces
for growing and gardeners workshops.

Origin
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figure 54 Earthworks | Ground Floor Plan

N
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air movement

Timber Shutters: Sun-shading and Ventilation Control
On the southern side of both the Geopolitical
Observatory and Music Commons is a timber-shuttered
façade that allows the building operators to control the
air flow into the building. Different levels of the building
and individual shutters can be opened independently
to allow for additional control. The shuttered southern
facade stands in parallel to a thick, perforated northern
wall that allows for air to move through the building,
with the space in front acting as an air scoop for the
public library spaces behind. Openable roof lights
above a void that descends into the lowest, underground
spaces of Music Commons and high slots between the
roof and walls of the Geopolitical Observatory also help
to circulate air throughout the schemes.

figure 55 Tufo retaining wall with
buildings above, planting
Salita Capodimonte, Rione
Sanità

Due to its unique position within the ground, the
Lotti Quarry has a specific set of climatic conditions.
A microclimate is formed within the quarry, enclosed
behind 40m precipice cliff faces it is secluded from
the district and city. The sun heats the sunken space,
intensified by the tufo walls that radiate and reflect
the sun’s rays, resulting in a hotter and more humid
environment compared to the average temperature of
surrounding areas.
The Tronari Quarry has a different set of conditions
due to its hypogeum character. Carved inside the tufo,
completely sheltered from the heat of the sun, the
caves have a cooler climate than the rest of the city.

of / environment: climatic conditions and strategies

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS: LOTTI & TRONARI QUARRIES

These mechanisms, along with high glazed panels,
provide a constant stream of natural light into the
spaces of the Geopolitical Observatory and Music
Commons, whilst these shutters also work as a sunshading mechanism. Similar to their ability to regulate
airflow, they can be opened and closed to direct and
control the desired amount of light into the libraries
and smaller working and teaching spaces behind.

Consistently ventilated and free from the elements, the
space remains dry and free from moisture.
Tufo’s porosity allows moisture to seep and filter
through, forming condensation that subsequently runs
down the face of the quarry. This allows for water to
collect at the base of the cliff edge and be re-absorbed
into the ground. Plants grow and thrive in this special
condition on the cliff face, their roots further stabilising
the tufo cliff face.

figure 56 Earthworks: Music Commons
and Geopolitical Observatory;
Axonometric study of southfacing timber shutters
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figure 57 Earthworks: Music Commons;
View from public staircase into
the children’s library, describing
the air scoop and timber
shutters

Two main air scoops exist in the connection
between the Geopolitical Observatory
and Music Commons, both of which are
described in these drawings. The rendered
image above shows the connection from
the public staircase to the children’s library,
where a series of movable timber shutters
are used to regulate air flow due to their
positioing against a void which descends
to the ground floor, creating a channel for
air to move through, upwards and into the
spaces beyond the shutters.

The adjacent section describes an air
scoop which moves from the outside of
the Geopolitical Observatory, through the
building and out the other side of the thick,
perforated wall through a slot in the roof.
Similar to the air scoop described above,
shutters off the children’s library and music
teaching spaces open onto this air scoop,
encouraging air to circulate through the
space beyond.

figure 58 Earthworks: Geopolitical
Observatory; Section through
soil labs and research library,
describing the air scoop
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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The positioning of Earthworks and the ‘street’ long the eastern edge
of the Lotti Quarry provides the opportunities for various natural
ventilation and cooling strategies, whilst certain interior spaces
are supplemented with mechanical ventilation when required. An
example of this is shown adjacent, in relation to Glassworks and
Stoneworks.
Street Cooling
The back street that hugs the cliff face creates a microclimate away
from the humidity of the open quarry. Much like the hypogeum
quarry this heavily shaded space will draw cool air through and
up.
Thin Plan
Vertical spatial planning and thin plans assists the cross
ventilation strategy and the movement of prevailing winds through
upper spaces.
Rooflights
Due to the nature of building within sunken ground, operable
rooflights are utilised within workshops.
Pivotting Shutters
Shutters in a variety of scales service the workshops, teaching
rooms, archives and living spaces aiding the movement of air
through. All hand-operable.
Mechanical Ventilation
Specialised ventilation is required within various rooms of the
workshops:
Wood Drying/ Curing room:
A kiln is built into the Carpentry workshop to ensure lumber is
dried to moisture content of 18%. Moist hot air is released out
through ventilation pipes in the wall.
Glass furnaces: fumes exuded from melted glass within the glass
workshop through a ventilation puncture in the stone wall.

0m datum

figure 59 Earthworks: Glassworks; Section
through workshop describing
ventilation strategies
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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The intervention includes space for various activities to
take place. A ‘performer’s’ entrance leads into the main
rehearsal and workshop space, which rests under a large
cut through the quarry. There are fitting rooms, stores
and spaces for hanging fabric and material. There is
also a washing space, a water collector used for washing
hands and fabric, and the top level includes a small
stage and seating area for performances.

of / environment: air movement

Performative Constructions: Theatre & Costume
Workshop
This proposal, a costume workshop and performance
space for children of the community, speaks to the
theatricality present in programmatic endeavours
throughout Sanità (ie. Sanitansamble, The Academy of
Health) but also to the context in which it sits: the Lotti
and Tronari Quarries, and the narrow streets of Sanità
which slice through the mass of tall buildings.

This idea of the slice, cutting through tufo, is furthered
in this scheme by a large cut which is made through
the upper cliff face, similar to an occhio di monte.
This cut brings natural light and encourages fresh air
circulation into the darkness of the cave, similar to
the slit-like streets present in Sanità and the Spanish
Quarters. The footing that supports this lightwell is
the main architectural piece of the intervention; it
simultaneously creates openings and enclosures and
holds the floor space for these programmes to occur.
The intention of this cut in Performative Constructions
carried through into Earthworks, specifically in the
design of the public staircases situated at either end of
the Lotti Quarry. Cut into the quarry face, they provide
circulation but also act as lightwells along the ‘street’,
connecting the quarry base and its worked earth with
the city and sky above.

figure 60 Performative Constructions:
Theatre & Costume Workshop;
Section
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

figure 61 Performative Constructions:
Theatre & Costume Workshop;
Spatial study
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Quarry Face Cut Line

figure 62 Earthworks: Music Commons;
Section through public staircase,
lightwell and the ‘street’
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

the ‘street’

0m Datum

Original Quarry Face
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figure 63 Film Still; Layering the Animate
Drawing
Subsoil / Modroc Layer
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land movement

figure 64 Sinkhole in Corso Amedeo di
Savoia, 1979

Hanging in suspension between Naples subterranean
and surface territories of the city’s subsoil is a layer of
loose incoherent earth; The subsoil of Naples hangs in
precarious equilibrium, a fickle intermediary between
the city’s streets and the forgotten cavities underlying
them.26
Today, the degraded supporting subsoil hides an
increasing instability, plagued by unpredictable
anthropogenic movement and sinking.27 The loose and
porous earth hanging above the permeable underlying
terrain is vulnerable to saturation by increasingly
dysfunctional urban water infrastructure, the disrupted
and hidden morphology of the ground, notable erosion
and overloading from above.28 As such, Naples and its
metropolitan area is now one of the urbanised Italian
areas at most risk of sinkholes, cave-ins and earth
26. Clemente, Esposito, “Structural Problems of The Subsoil
of Naples, Esposito Clemente,” 13.
27. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 5.
28. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 17.

slides, with the boundaries between the surface and
subterranean territories loosening. At particular risk
are some of the city’s poorest neighbourhoods, situated
at the foot of the hills surrounding the city; notably the
Spanish Quarters, Materdei and Rione Sanità districts.
In the Animate Drawing the uncertainty, porosity and
instability of the subsoil is represented with layers of
modroc that hangs in between the urban morphology
(paper) and bedrock (foam) layers. The ravines and
sinkings and cavities cut into the modroc reveal deeper
layers of the subsoil and behind the bedrock.

figure 65 Animate Drawing: Charting
Uncertain Ground;
Originally drawn at 1:2000
Sinkholes, landslides (red
hatching) against a steep
topography and ravines
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ground stabilisation
Responding to Land Movement
The movement of the ground in Naples raises many
issues on how to build of, on and over it. The key
conditions that have been explored in Earthworks are
the movement of soil and ground inside the quarry, the
erosion and collapse of the tufo edges and the possible
seismic movement.

the scheme to limit collapses and erosion, avoiding
aggravating the problem caused by cavities under the
city. The buildings are set away from the quarry face to
allow for any erosion from the surface of the cliff edge
to deposit underneath a mesh walkway and return to
the ground.

Minimal Intervention
The approach to the erosion of the tufo faces of the
quarry is of minimal intervention. The walls are only
carved into at rare specific moments throughout

figure 66 Earthworks Ground Floor Plan;
Minimal interventions in Lotti
Quarry face
+6m - 10m above datum
Originally drawn 1:200 at A0
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figure 67 Earthworks; Exploded
axonometric describing
earthworks, footings, frame
and roof

Bracing
The movement of the subsoil from the higher end of
the quarry, would be interrupted by the Earthpiers that
run across the quarry and act as bracing elements in the
unstable ground conditions, limiting movement of soil
and landslides; holding the earth inside the quarry. The
solid tufo walls that run across the scheme help create
breaks in the landscape and retain the shifting ground.
Planting
Trees are grown on site for use within the timber
workshop as a productive and sustainable part of the
lifecycle of the building. The land is mainly left for
plants to grow freely in the microclimate of the quarry.
The plants also act as a stabilising element in the quarry,
rooting ground and tufo in place.

Isolated Seismic Design
Naples is built on actively seismic ground at the base
of Vesuvius. The danger of earthquakes of various
intensities is real but often forgotten by Neapolitans.
Parts of the scheme explore systems that respond
to the movement of the ground through considered
construction techniques, that also take into account the
vertical organisation of buildings in Naples. Heavy raft
foundations and bearings become a part of the ground,
allowing for free, isolated movement of the lighter
timber frames on top, reducing possible damage.
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Stone and Glassworks
The workshops are embedded in the ground, enclosed with a solid
stone deck, which forms a new level of the ground. The timber deck
sits above, isolated to allow for free movement in case of ground
movement in the quarry or seismic activity. The frame is supported
on top of isolation bearing pads which allows the timber structure
to move laterally, in separate motion from the ground.

Woodworks
Within the woodworks there is a similar, but differing, approach.
The grounded stone walls hold up a concrete deck and series of
concrete plinths. These plinths manifest as working tables, sinks and
benches within the teaching rooms, whilst providing a foundation
for the main timber structural elements. Continuing up to the top
level, it allows for reduced structure above.28

Heavier tufo-concrete elements such as the studios hanging off
the frame and the solid green roofs explore ways that the different
densities and layers of ground can be shifted vertically.

figure 68 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; Axonometric study
of the tectonic layering of floor,
frame and facade components
Originally drawn 1:50 at A2

figure 69 Earthworks: Woodworks;
Axonometric study of the
tectonic layering of two facade
bays29
Originally drawn 1:50 at A2

29. This axonometric and the concept of the structure-free
archive is explored further in section Over: Re-use.
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WATER COLLECTION

The instability of the Neapolitan subsoil is made more precarious
by the increasing frequency of heavy rain events and rising sea
levels in the Mediterranean. The inadequate and outdated waste
water system allows for continuous saturation of the subsoil and
bedrock beneath. Instability is seen in the form of sudden collapses
and earth movements after heavy rain, with saturated earth putting
increasing pressure on the Tufo retaining walls running along the
Neapolitan ridge lines.30 As a result, in addition to anthropogenic
sinking a number of the districts lying at the base of these ridges have
historically been plagued by mudslides and flooding. Rione Sanità
and the neighbouring district of Vergini are situated along a stream
that descends from the Capodimonte
Hill, rainfall captured in this stream and the erosion of the
surrounding hills produced destructive landslides, named locally as
Lave dei Vergini.31 Early solutions, including the building of water
collectors and the levelling of streets, proved insufficient due to the
growth of the city.32
Inhabitants of these districts were forced to take refuge on the upper
floors of buildings. Sanità continued to be engulfed by mudslides and
debris until the 1960s due to the severe lack of drainage.
Water running into the quarry from the surrounding landscape is
collected in a series of pools placed into our earthworks. From these
pools the water is directed for programmatic uses, including use in
the laboratories, workshops and baths.

1

2

3

1. Blue Roof

The music commons utilises a large roof area for
the collection of water. The water is temporary
stored and then gradually released to collection
pools for use throughout the scheme.
2. Mesh
Utilised in both the walkway and the southern
staircase, the mesh allows for water run off
from the quarry ridge and water exuded from
the tufo stone to be collected in channels or be
reabsorbed into the ground.

3. Water Collection Pools

Water is directed to the collection pool first
from the higher end of the street. As it fills up,
overflow water is directed down channels that
run the edge of the street.

2

5
4

4. Final Pool

30. Relazione della Commissione di studio, a cura del Comune di Napoli, Il Sottosuolo di Napoli, 189.
31. Catacombe di Napoli, Catacombe di San Gaudioso. http://
www.catacombedinapoli.it/en/places/catacombs-of-sangaudioso-naples.
32. Cose di Napoli, The Lave dei Vergini http://cosedinapoli.
com/culture/la-lava-dei-vergini/?fbclid=IwAR0J8-mwohYGjqtN9oGhtJcmLtCXanXv78JAnEB499KKQ2-IZvwvNWjMAtw.

The final pool collects any excess water from the
mesh walkway when other pools are full. Any
water moving down the upper observatory ramp
is directed through channels and gutters in the
tufo wall to this final point. Water unused for
labs or teaching is directed to the productive
landscape.

5. Productive Landscape

Trees are known to reduce flood risk, not
only from leaves allowing collection and later
evaporation so less water reaches the ground, but
also extensive root systems soaking up water.

figure 70 Earthworks (Charting
Programmatic Densities);
Areas of water distribution and
collection
Originally drawn at 1:200
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“… in the trestles that support the twisting probes, in the reservoirs perched on stilts
over the roofs, in the slender arches of the aqueducts, in all the columns of water,
the vertical pipes, the plungers, the drains, all the way up to the weathercocks that
surmount the airy scaffoldings of Isaura, a city that moves entirely upward.”33

Calvino describes the city of Isaura, where people either live in the
depths or exist in lightweight networks above. In the same way the
Earthworks exude a similar lifestyle where workers inhabit heavy
stone bases and thin delicate timbers and meshes rise up above. These
meshes and timbers allow water to pass through and direct back
down to the concrete and stone bases of the pools.

figure 71 Earthworks: Woodworks; View
down the ‘street’ towards public
staircase
33. Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities (London, Random House:
1974), 20.

figure 72 Earthworks; Long section of
workshops showing heavy bases
and light timber verticality
Originally drawn 1:200 at A0
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Soil condition

Along with its physical volatility, the saturated subsoil
of Naples has also historically harboured disease. In the
early nineteenth century cholera infested the ground
under the city, a problem that was worsened by the
Neapolitan bassi, dense basement flats where people
lived in close proximity to the subsoil as well as their
neighbours, accelerating the spread of the disease. In
1884, in a desperate attempt to stop the continuous and
devastating outbreaks, the Neapolitans carved out the
infected ground, letting the affected areas breathe.34
This violent response speaks about the attitudes
towards the ground formed after centuries of suffering.
In more recent years Naples has come to face a new and

figure 73 Mapping cholera, carved subsoil
and waste related disease in the
wider Neapolitan context;
Originally drawn 1:40000

devastating threat from the diseased earth. In the early
1980’s the Neapolitan Camorra began to secretly bury
vast amounts of highly toxic and sometimes radioactive
waste in the Campania Plain surrounding the city.
This illegal and concealed profit-making enterprise has
caused devastating health effects for the residents of
the region, with the true scale of the health emergency
still coming to light. Between 1994-2008, the region
was held under a formal state of emergency, with the
World Health Organisation finding evidence that the
waste contaminated soil, water and air had caused
an unprecedented increase in incidences of cancer,
respiratory illnesses and genetic malformations.

Waste Related Disease
Cholera Outbreaks and carved out subsoil

34. Frank Snowden, Naples in the Time of Cholera 1884 - 1911
(1996), 188.
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The Geopolitical Observatory seeks to reform the connection
between the Neapolitans and the ground from which their city was
created. The intervention combines spaces for testing, research,
debate and planning in an attempt to bring measure to the
geopolitical landscape of Naples. Laboratories seek to simulate the
diverse geological subsurface conditions, testing the saturation and
shear strength of soil profiles. They also measure the acute shocks
that present themselves in the landscape, including seismic activity
and levels of contamination. Operating in parallel are the mapping
and planning offices, which seek to engage new approaches to
understanding and inhabiting the shifting and hollow morphology
of the Neapolitan ground.
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figure 74 Earthworks:
Geopolitical Observatory;
Ground Floor Plan
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+6m above datum

N
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figure 75 Film Still; Layering the Animate
Drawing
Urban Morphology / Paper Layer
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urban morphology
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URBAN MORPHOLOGY ALONG THE RIDGE

figures 76 - 77 Vertical drops, exposed tufo
retaining structures and cliff faces
overlapping with urban densities
along the ridge line

In the same way that Neapolitans have forgotten the
presence of a volcano, they have also forgotten the
morphology of the ground, around which their city
is shaped. Sudden drops in the streetscape reveal
concealed ravines and rivulets, ancient passages for
water, which now appear as no more than crowded
clusters of urban infrastructure. The density of the urban
fabric, inadequate sewer system and inappropriate use
of concrete exacerbate the already unstable ground
situation that exists in these ravines. Forming a ridge
line on the edge of the city, the vertical drops define
both geological and social sinkings. Historically
palaces and castles were built on top of these ridges

(Palazzo di Capodimonte, Osservatorio Astronomico,
Castel Sant’Elmo), the separation of wealth clear as the
districts on the foot of the ravines were bypassed. The
uncertainty of the ground in these ravine conditions
mirrors the uncertainty of the urban situation in the
districts built on them, social exclusion and urban
degeneration condensing on disturbed ground.
The ridge line emerged in the Animate Drawing as we
layered mappings of research. The uncertain ground
along this conditino is marked by the presence of tufo
retaining walls, mapped in red along the drawing.

figure 78 Animate Drawing: Charting
Uncertain Ground;
Originally drawn at 1:2000
Ridge line mapped (moving red
solid line) as it moves through the
Spanish Quarters towards Sanità
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Spanish quarters and the bassi

figure 79 Survey; Spanish Quarters
Originally drawn 1:100

The Spanish Quarters (Quartieri Spagnoli) are situated
at the foot of the ridge line, its edges defined by the
dramatic height difference in landscape to the west and
the uncompromisingly straight Via Toledo to the east,
isolating it from the historic centre. The first example of
modern urban planning in Europe, the Spanish Quarters
were built to house Spanish Soldiers in the sixteenth
century as Naples grew past its capacity resulting in
an overcrowded and diseased historic centre. The
rigid grid of the quarter with its straight streets were
designed to be easier to patrol by soldiers and offered
a new area of affluence far from the disordered streets
of the centre. However the inhabitation by soldiers gave
way to the quarters becoming a place for perdition.
Prostitution, crime and abuse became rife, as the city
continued to grow vertically. A separation of poverty
and wealth was established as the poorer households
dwelled in the Bassi on the ground floor, whereas the
35. Nicholas Dines, Tuff City: Urban change and contested
space in central Naples (New York: Bergahn Books, 2012) 36.
36. Scaramella, Matteo, “Case of Naples, Italy”, Understanding
Slums Case Studies for the Global Report, 2003, 5

richer moved upwards to the Piano Noble, distancing
themselves from the crime below. This vertical
hierarchy saw the original single-storey buildings rise
to five or six stories, shrouding the streets below into
darkness, creating an intense urban density. The social
status of the district fluctuates; the quarters are still
seen as “a source of attraction and repulsion”.35 Poverty
and high unemployment remain in these shadows of
Naples but the district has become an important tourist
attraction, capturing the unique vertical condition and
alluring charm of traditional Neapolitan life. Today the
district is classified as a district ‘in recovery’ instead
of a ‘historic centre quarter in serious decline’ and has
seen an improvement in unemployment and education
rates, due to efforts from different urban regeneration
organisations.36

figure 80 Slot-like street; Characteristics of
the Spanish Quarters
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REcreating the bassi

By introducing the residential apprentice towers into the scheme,
the density of the city is brought inside the quarry. The dark, shaded
street typology of Naples is recreated, referring back to the city
centre and the traditional Neapolitan way of living; the porosity
of activities seeping onto the streets. The quarry face becomes the
façade of the opposite side of the street, the stratification of the
earth mirrored in the vertical density of the city. The domestic
and educational activities spill into the Street throughout the day;
artisans taking a break from the heat of the workshops, students
gathering in external learning spaces, laundry drying in the wind,
apprentices enjoying evenings on balconies, children making their
way for music lessons.

figure 82 Animate Drawing Prototype;
Buildings and caves as layers of cut
out paper
Density of the Spanish Quarters
figure 81 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; View of the ‘street’
and the activities and spaces which
spill out onto it
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residential apprentices

The housing for the apprentices refers to the historical, horizontal
stratification of Naples, the wealthiest occupants living on the first
floor –piano noble- and the artisans, professional and merchants
on the upper floors.37 The ground floor opening onto the street
-the bassi- was for the least fortunate. These extended basements
were unhealthy spaces with only one door for light and air and they
have been defined as “spaces not to be used as dwellings” since the
masterplans of the early 1900’s.38 Rediscovering the traditional
ways of artisans living and working vertically, the functions of other
floors have been adapted; the piano noble has become a shared living
space for all and the workshops and educational spaces in the ‘bassi’
open up to the street and become more public and porous. The floors
above the first are composed of a mix of modular bedrooms, studios
and external decks, providing private and creative spaces for the
live-in artisans.

figure 83 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; Sectional perspective
through workshops, teaching and
living spaces

37. Dines, Tuff City: Urban change and contested
space in central Naples, 36.
38. Scaramella, “Case of Naples, Italy”, 7
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figure 84 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; Section through
circulation from public workshops
to private living floors
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

figure 85 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; Programmatic
densities of the residential
apprentice towers

Vertical Circulation
The rammed tufo-concrete staircore, a vertical enclosure
raises as an extension of the ground binging workshops,
teaching and living together. The solid structure with
few openings for light recreates the feeling of emerging
from inside the earth, continuing this theme throughout
the journey across the quarry. A walkway hooks onto
the tufo on the cliff face as a special connecting gesture
bringing movement to the ‘Street’.

Modularity
The Apprentices’ bedroom units bring an equal measure
to the scheme, student and teacher residing in the same
spaces without making a distinction between them. The
density of the city is expressed in stacking of the units,
building vertically. The method of construction using
panels (glass, timber, earth) between timber structure
also allows for flexible adaptation or combining of the
units in the future.

Communal Stone Deck
The solid stone deck is activated with communal living
spaces, spilling from inside to under covered spaces
and colonnades formed by layers of timber structure.
The thickening of the façade explores the layering and
methodologies tested through the design process.
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figure 87 Earthworks:
Glassworks and Stoneworks;
Third, Fourth and Fifth Floor
Plans
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+6m above datum

N
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figure 86 Earthworks:
Glassworks and Stoneworks;
Second Floor Plan
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+6m above datum
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Neapolitan Artisans

Artisans and Unemployment
Naples, and the district of Rione de Sanità in particular, is rich in
commercial and small scale artisan businesses. They tend to operate
in between the declared and the submerged, the legal and the illegal
as the existing policies make legitimising businesses difficult and
expensive by not having access to credit without collateral. High
general and particularly youth unemployment rate is related to
the gradual disappearance of artisan and manufacturing activity
and more importantly to their migration to areas outside the city
limits. The work available is often undeclared and discontinuous,
and made worse by the absence of educational and professional
training courses. This puts the youth in the district in ‘high risk of
exclusion’.39
figures 89 - 90 Metal workshop, located in a cave
within the Tronari Quarry

Existing Artisan Activity
An example of local artisan businesses driven
underground is an existing bronze forge located in
one of the caves in the hypogeum Tronari quarry.
Through the years many of the caves were occupied by
workshop activities, but the bronze forge is the only one
that remains today, as the remaining quarry has been
repurposed as a carpark.
Iron Angels
Iron Angels is one of the cooperatives supported by
Altra Napoli and an example of people responding to
the youth unemployment crisis in the district. Two
young blacksmiths from Rione de Sanità, specialising

Unemployment 14% +
Unemployment 8% - 12%

in ironworking, set up a workshop to enhance local
craftsmanship and promote paths of social inclusion and
collaboration in the district. Using cheap and recycled
materials to create art and everyday objects, their goal
is to introduce the craft back into the community and
provide opportunities for the youth to learn a trade
and participate in apprenticeships. The minerals used
in their work can be found in the subsoil, iron in
particular, and are considered ‘poor’ or ‘cheap’ by some.
The cooperative seeks to use these materials to express
their creativity and imagination, and engage with the
community with collaborative projects, including the
gate to the children’s Orange Garden in the district.

figure 88 Mapping unemployment rates in
the Neapolitan context
Originally drawn 1:40000

Unemployment 0% - 8%

39. Scaramella, Matteo, “Case of Naples, Italy”, 5-6
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Hypogeum Artisans
Performative Constructions: Iron Forge Workshop
Located in the neighbouring cave to the existing bronze
workshop this new intervention provides spaces for the
Iron Angels Cooperative to create, teach and sell their
products.

break space and office are set on these layered balcony
spaces, behind adjustable privacy screens. A public
bridge reaches out to the open air quarry providing
connection to the market space beyond.

A workshop with storage and washing facilities is built
into the tufo wall and additional space for teaching
connected to the main forging studio. An exhibition
platform provides an entrance to the intervention with
a view down onto the forge, leading the public to the
layered workshop hub towards the end of the cave. A

figure 91 Performative Constructions: Iron
Forge Workshop; Section
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

figure 92 Performative Constructions: Iron
Forge Workshop; Spatial study
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figure 93 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; View into a glass
workshop anchored to the tufo
wall

Earthworks: Workshops
Inside the Lotti Quarry, Earthworks seeks to address
the social instability in Sanità by providing workshops
and teaching facilities to encourage the continuation
of local craft and knowledge through to the younger
generation and making from the materials provided
by the ground. The Earthworks workshops include
Stoneworks, Glassworks and Woodworks.

The Workshops are set within the ground, creating
cool, isolated spaces for work, recreating the caves of the
hypogeum quarry above ground. The different levels
inside the workshops create spaces that reinforce the
journey of emerging and working in, on and over the
ground.

figure 94 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks; Section through the
workshop and living space above
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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Stoneworks
Two levels of workshop and an isolated teaching room and office
are connected by a vertical stone lifting platform. An external stone
cutting yard manages large raw cuts of stone, with the interior
space reserved for sculpting, restoration and repair. At the private
entry level, storage, washing and changing spaces are built into the
ground. Adjustable timber shutters allow for ventilation and light.

8

Glassworks
Access from the recycle storage leads into a large workshop space,
with a linear organisation of machinery following the thick solid
walls that define the space. Raw glass material processing is set
on one side, glass furnaces on the other with a large area for glass
blowing, cooling and finishing products, service areas are slotted
within the ground. Access to the teaching spaces above forms a
walkway for viewing as it wraps around the workshop.
Both workshops can be adjusted to serve different crafts or activities
in the future, with both the workshops and teaching floors designed
to be as flexible as possible to adapt to possible future changes
according to the needs of the community.

+3m

+6m

6

9
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4

Both workshops can be adjusted to serve different crafts or activities
in the future, with both the workshops and teaching floors designed
to be as flexible as possible to adapt to possible future changes
according to the needs of the community.
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figure 95 Earthworks:
Glassworks and Stoneworks;
Ground Floor Plan
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+3 - 6m above datum

N
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8

Woodworks
The large-scale carpentry opens up from the landscape to create a
chain of substantial sized spaces to hold programme from initial
logging to final shipping and sales.

7

2

+6

6

Inner stone walls become active, carrying services such as WCs,
control rooms and circulation allowing the workshops to remain
clear and open.
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5
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+3
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The joinery is smaller and more intricate as the job it entails. Both
workshops lead upwards to private office workspaces/ meeting areas
for separation between clean and dirty.
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figure 96 Earthworks:
Woodworks; Ground Floor Plan
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+3 - 6m above datum
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To hypogeum quarry
entrance
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figure 97 Earthworks: Woodworks; Section
through workshops
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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figure 98 Earthworks: Glassworks and
Stoneworks, and Woodworks;
First floor plan
Teaching floors
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+13m above datum
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The scheme aims to provide education through a variety of scales and
platforms. Teaching spaces are scattered throughout the buildings,
primarily on the first floor of all schemes, above the workshops
in Glassworks and Stoneworks, and Woodworks, and above the
amphitheatre and soil labs in the Music Commons and Geopolitical
Observatory. These spaces and their institutional programmes,
supported by the earthworks below, focus on transferring productive
and creative skills whilst educating the community on the ground
of Naples and how to work alongside it.
Alongside classes for the community, an artisan apprenticeship
scheme is introduced to provide young people of Naples with
professional qualifications to find legitimate work or skills to
start independent businesses. Residences above the workshops are
provided for apprentices within the Earthworks scheme, providing
them with affordable accommodation that is not easily accessible in
the district.
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Woodworks
The teaching rooms operate between open landscape and quarry
face with external working spaces benefitting from the cool street
condition.
The active wall is continued through mezzanine storage, clean
spaces and circulation that sit within the light timber facade. Larch
panels are operated between the two timber skins maintaining
privacy, ventilation and providing glimpses through to the quarry
landscape.

figure 99 Earthworks: Woodworks; View
into teaching space
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figure 100 Earthworks: Music Commons
and Geopolitical Observatory;
First floor plan
Teaching floors
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+13m above datum
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figure 101 Earthworks: Geopolitical
Observatory; View into teaching
space

Geopolitical Observatory
The Geopolitical Observatory includes two flexible public viewing
areas/ lecture spaces for both the soil laboratories and the
neighbourhood development workshops, in order to encourage
public participation in the decisions and research being carried out.
These spaces are closely connected to the research library which
collates the research previously carried out into a publicly accessible
space.
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figure 102 Earthworks: Music Commons;
Section through sunken
amphitheatre, lecture theatre,
libraries and teaching spaces
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

Music Commons
Inspired by and expanding on the existing performing arts
organisation of Sanitansamble, a variety of teaching spaces are
provided across Music Commons in order to cater to as much of the
community as possible. Much of this however, is concentrated on
the first floor, connecting to the institutional programmes across
Earthworks. A lecture theatre, music and research library, and
smaller composition, recording and listening rooms provide spaces
for teaching and the exchange of knowledge to occur, which can
then be taken back into the public realm – through performance,
teaching or other social endeavours. Smaller music teaching
rooms for youth groups and individuals are scattered throughout
the second and third floors of the scheme, continuing to promote
vocational education for the residents of Sanità.
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Conductor’s Office
Sanitansamble Office (with meeting
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A significant piece of Music Commons revolves around its
public programmes and wider community engagement
with Sanità, its residents and its social programmes. In
terms of community engagement in Sanità, significant
changes have been made by a series of cooperatives an
associations formed by local residents.41 An example of
an initiative related to cultural heritage is La Paranza,
which was established in 2006; they initially provided
walking tours before taking over the management and
preservation of the district’s catacombs, rejuvenating
their status and importance within Sanità and the
context of its ground. Sanitansamble is an organisation
based in Sanità, which started as an educational
scheme seeking to make music and performing arts
approachable and affordable to students (of all ages), to
teach collaborative methods, and encourage students
to become a bigger part of society. Music Commons
provides a new, larger space for Sanitansamble – offices,
music teaching and practicing rooms, a music library,
rehearsal, backstage and performance spaces – in order
to engage the wider community through the medium of
learning, teaching, or simply enjoying music.

A grounded amphitheatre, connected to necessary
reception and backstage spaces for changing,
rehearsing, tuning and storage, sits at its base within the
infrastructural earthworks. This public, civic-minded
space is mirrored by a smaller lecture and black box
theatre above, an institutional counterpart supported
by the earthworks below and tufo wall it is propped
against. This is the teaching floor, and as mentioned
above, it holds a library specific to music research, with
smaller spaces for listening, composition and recording.
Music storage and services are held between the tufo
walls, while larger, working spaces, like the library and
lecture theatre can become more flexible as they exist
out-with them.
5
40. Chitty, Gill, Heritage, Conservation and Communities:
Engagement, participation and capacity building, 41.
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figure 103 Earthworks:
Music Commons; Ground Floor
Plan
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+8m above datum

N
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The music programme continues again on the third
floor, where the offices for Sanitansamble, a rehearsal
space, and smaller teaching and practice rooms are
located. Positioned at the highest point of the scheme,
there are views out to the southern edge of the quarry
and further out towards Naples and Vesuvius, a constant
reminder of ground instabilities.
While the music library has a more specific programme,
the children’s library, located on the second floor, is
more relaxed and provides an alternative space for
the community to gather, though it follows a similar
organisational logic to the floor below. A large public
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figure 104 Earthworks: Music Commons;
Charting Programmatic
Densities;
Originally drawn 1:200

figure x Earthworks: Music Commons;
Section through amphitheatre,
(lecture theatre shown in
elevation), libraries and music
rooms above
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2

staircase, the northern entry point to Earthworks
which sits between the Astronomical Observatory and
scheme, ties all these floors together, creating a constant
link between sunken ground and city.
Through the overlapping of public and more private,
institutional programmes in the context of the ground
within Music Commons, this ‘pore’ in the landscape
provides an opportunity for public life to exist41, to
concentrate and amplify programmes which exist in
the city within the framework of the quarry, with the
intention that they can be sent back out.
0m Datum

41. Dripps, “Groundwork,” 81.

figure 105 Earthworks: Music Commons;
Section through amphitheatre,
(lecture theatre shown in
elevation), libraries and music
rooms above
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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WASTE & RE-USE

figure 107 Disregarded waste in Rione
Sanità

Naples has a long history of waste crises, with serious political, social
and health consequences. With dumping of toxic waste and illegal
disposal of waste in caves and cavities under the city, the ground of
Naples has suffered. Currently only a small percentage of materials
are recycled and re-used due to the lack of funds and issues with
opening new disposal sites. Smaller community based efforts to
re-use could be introduced as a part of the solution. The re-use of
materials is far from a new concept in the area as recycled materials
were used in Pompeii, incorporated into buildings, collected from
deposits, gathered, sorted and resold to be used in walls and earth
floors.42
To address this waste crisis and it’s impact on the ground, the
Earthworks workshops aim to use recycled materials from the
district, collected and sorted inside the quarry. The artisans working
in the workshops and in the hypogeum caves (glass blowers, stone
masons, carpenters, violin makers, iron and bronze forgers) can
share materials, tools and expertise and come together with the
community to showcase, exchange and sell their products within
the quarry.
Glass waste can be sorted in the collection hub by type and colour
and brought into the Glassworks workshop to be turned into cullet
(raw glass material). It is then stored and used for new products and
in teaching classes. Products like glasses and vases are used in the
cafe and bar within the quarry.
figure 106 Earthworks:
Glassworks and Stoneworks;
Waste recycling and re-use point

The pedological research labs and the city planning offices have
facilities to explore new ways of re-use in the way Naples builds.
42. Dalya Alberge, “Pompeii Ruins Show That The Romans
Invented Recycling” The Guardian, April 2020
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This traditional Neapolitan saying is reflected in the
trades around Naples, for in this city, more than most
places, you can expect to find something made from
nothing. The use of recycling within the workshops
reflects this Neapolitan positivity and optimism to
bring life to things forgotten.
Re-use was first explored on a smaller scale within
the performative construction within the first of the
hypogeum caves: The Violin Maker. Historically
neapolitans have found ways to make violins from any

figure 108 Performative Constructions:
Violin Maker’s Workshop;
Section
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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Performative Constructions: Violin Maker’s Workshop
“L’Arte di arrangiarsi” (the art of getting by).

available material e.g. planks from an old bed. This
art has created instruments with strong personalities
and great acoustics due to the imperfections embraced
in making. The design explored all parts of the violin
making process; places for residents to donate, a sunken
soundproof practice room, workshop and performance
space. An ascension point allowed access up the quarry
to reach the sunlight above, allowing varnished violins
to be dried traditionally hanging from a tree branch.
The connection between timber, tree and product is
one that is explored further within the woodworks and
archives above.

figure 109 Performative Constructions:
Violin Maker’s Workshop;
Spatial study
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“As a propped-up environment, a propped-up city, an uncertain
ambient that experiences continual mutation, Naples inadvertently
suggests a more transitory sense of habitation.”43

1

Archives
The archives work alongside the workshops as they document sales of
material and accumulate samples of products for legal and research
reasons.
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Temporal Infrastructure
The spruce timber frame creates a regularity to form an infrastructure
for the people to pack. It is a space of temporalities and a visual
representation of the growth of the scheme. As it infills over time,
the facade appears more dense and strong, just as the archive itself
becomes stronger.
Cloister Arrangement
Unlike other areas of the scheme the archives look inward, reflecting
its private nature. Lifted 600mm above a concrete base the archive
cloisters appear ‘held’ and allude to being volumes of vulnerability, or
carriers of precious load.

7
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Archivist Office Module
Private Cloister
Gathering Courtyard
Public Cloister
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Study Module
Reading Room
Archive Module44 (modules may require
humidity control)

Iain Chambers, “Naples”, Mediterranean Crossings, 2008,
77-78
43

figure 110 Earthworks: Woodworks; Archive
floor plan42
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+19m above datum

N

figure 111 Earthworks: Woodworks; Archive
floor plan42
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
+23m above datum

44

N

For the purposes of suggestion pieces have been drawn

as “modules”. However they are not constrained in this
way and can be extended within the regular structure of
the grid.
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Ascension
The core stair that rises from the ground connecting all woodworks
levels, continues to wrap and create a holding for the final staircase
of the archives.
Overlapping the Grid
The moment the two rotated grids of joiner and carpenter intersect, a
unique situation is created within the archives. The public and private
cloisters overlap and create a space that is shared by all - Communal
spaces for reading, meeting and sharing of information. These spaces
appear as a thin density of timbers within the forest of larger vertical
structural members.

0m Datum

figure 112 Earthworks: Woodworks; Joinery
section
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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Positive corner curved with nosing

Beam and joist system allows services to run a
bove.
Optional outside wall. 100mm structural timber
stud.
100mm x 175mm timber verticals.

Optional 18mm larch plywood panels nailed to
stud walls at 2400mm intervals if space inside is
inhabited with module.

Archive Cloister

Non-structural timber bench with rounded edges.
Optional - may be replaced with a module unit once
the scheme has grown.

Bolted back to timber structure

18 x 600 x 1200mm rotating larch panels to
mezzanine storage. Internal opening.

figure 113 Precedent; The Serpentine
Gallery Pavilion
Peter Zumthor, 2011

Storage
160 x 400mm European Spruce Glulam Column
with clean planed finish at 2400mm centres.

Structure-free Archive Cloister
Zumthor’s Serpentine Pavilion serves as precedent for the frame
structure within the top floors.
With the main timber structural elements held within the concrete
deck and plinths, a relatively structure free roof is enabled within
the tight modularity of the archive cloister grid. This creates future
opportunities to extend, join and grow archive modules without
further constraint.
The roof forms a lattice type structure with joists and beams. This
detail is broadened within the unique reading space where the two
floor grids combine.

Teaching
Room

18 x 600 x 2800mm rotating larch panels to
circulation. External opening.

Concrete plinth to glulam structure.

Carpentry Office
50 x 600 x 3400mm rotating larch panels to
workshops. External opening.

figure 114 Earthworks: Woodworks;
Constructed timbers, detail study
Originally drawn 1:50 at A2
Loadbearing stone wall

Carpentry Workshop
Below
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These trees are grown to the south, with space to grow
up the southern incline of the quarry depending on
demand both in and outside the quarry.
European Larch, Larix decidua
Typically larch facades require replacement after 40
years. Larch trees grown on site would provide for the
replacement of all panels on site. All processes required
in the manufacture from tree to untreated larch panel
would occur on site.

Norway Spruce, Picea Abies
CLT and Glulam beams provide main structural
elements for the scheme. In general CLT buildings are
given a 60 year life span but many timber buildings
have been standing in Europe for over 700 years. The
growth of spruce trees on site allows wood provision
for any CLT structural members within the project
that do fail and may need replacement. However
the expertees required for the processes of CLT
manufacture would occur off site. Growth of these
trees may encourage the growth of this sustainable
construction method in and around Naples.

over / urban morphology: waste & re-use

Just as the violin maker planted a specific tree for
drying violins, the woodworks plants specific larch
and spruce trees for rejuvenation of the scheme as time
passes and construction elements need to be replaced.

figure 116 Earthworks; Timber columns,
shutters and panels
Structural and Environmental
Strategies

figure 115 Larch trees in plantation
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The timber regularity and panel densities bring measure to an
otherwise wild quarry face. They bring scale to these crags, rivulets
and caves. In the same way the trees that produce them should be
measured and their value calculated. These forests of construction
material define the edge of the quarry territory and begin to move
into the city to provide timber to wider social endeavours.
Example Calculation:
Traditionally Sawtimber trees are measured in boards:
25mm x 300mm x 300mm
Tree heights are measured in 4800mm height logs and the volume of
boards within the tree then calculated through number of logs and
diameter of tree as shown below.
Diameter

Number of Logs
1

2

3

4

Volume - board no. Larch Tree
250mm

35

500mm

European Larch: 25 - 40m height.
2500mm planting
distance.

60
265

750mm

Diameter
1

360

425

990

1070

Number of Logs
2
3

4

Volume - board no. Spruce Tree
250mm
500mm

Norway Spruce : 24 - 30m height.
3000mm planting
distance.

39

66
292

750mm

396

468

1089

1177

e.g. For entirety of Woodworking facade 64 panels of 25 x 600 x 2400 = 1024 boards
10 panels of 25 x 900 x 1200 = 120 boards
28 panels of 25 x 1200 x 2400 = 896 boards
20 panels of 25 x 600 x 1200 = 160 boards
15 panels of 25 x 1200 x 3300 = 660 boards

figure 117 Earthworks: Woodworkss;
Programmatic densities of trees,
from tree to timber

= 2860 boards total required for larch panels within the facade.
Larch require replacement in approximately 30-40 years
One 40 year old larch tree planted at scheme construction would grow to
approximately 15m in height with approximately 750mm diameter. Allowing
3 logs height, one tree would provide 990 boards.
Less than 3 trees would provide the wood for the entire woodworking facade.
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GEOPOLITICAL PLANNING

Naples is a city vulnerable to both acute shocks
(eruptions of Vesuvius, earthquakes, cholera outbreaks
and the aerial bombings of 1943-44) and chronic
stresses; its endemic poverty, its congestion and traffic
jams, its garbage crisis and illegal toxic waste dumping
and, above all, its culture of violence that has come to be
organised into a system by the Camorra. The city exists in
a culture of emergency, a chaotic labyrinth where highly
flawed urban renewal schemes have been determined by
politics of self-interest and self-empowerment. Pouring
ever increasing layers of poor quality concrete onto and
into the uncertain and shifting ground has allowed the
cities residents to disengage from both the realities of
the ground beneath them and the morphology of the
landscape surrounding them.

The Geopolitical Observatory aims to bring measure to
the social, geographical and political chaos of Naples.
In this intervention the soil research programme
is intertwined with the social issues of economic
development, neighbourhood improvement and
housing, seeking to bring it into consideration at
all levels of future urban development. Spaces are
provided for the mapping of cavities, water passages
and soil strength, with office spaces and meeting
rooms dedicated for the drafting of future Neapolitan
cityscape. Through the Lotti and Tronari Quarries it
seeks to re-engage the residents of Rione Sanità with
their increasingly precarious ground. Through Rione
Sanità, this intervention aims to reach out into the
wider city, with suggestions on how to lightly inhabit
hollow and constantly shifting layers. We look to use
new development to provide both stabilisation and
bracing, creating new footings on which the city can
stand.

0m Datum
figure 118 Earthworks: Geopolitical
Observatory; Section through
urban development offices and
lecture theatre
Originally drawn 1:200 at A2
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Water Dispersal / Collection
Create a system for the collection and dispersal of surface waters to alleviate
pooling and over-saturation of the subsoil in vulnerable areas. Ensure Tufo
retaining walls are drained effectively to reduce the risk of earth movement.
Reordering Urban Areas
Reorder the urban areas on the basis of knowledge of the geological and manmade environment and create an urban vulnerability index. Approach new
development with the focus of existing ground morphology and historic water
passages.
No Build Zones
Areas that are the most vulnerable (located over cavities in areas of high
saturation) should be protected from an increase in weight from above or
further disruption of the subsoil.
Limited Build Zones
In areas that are at medium risk (lying at the base of the ridge) an approach
of building lightly should be taken. New development should seek to sit into
existing earthworks and provide support to these.
Mapping the Subsoil
Naples should continue to map the existing network of cavities in its
subterranean territory through the involvement of its residents. Better
understanding of this network can be reflected onto the surface and help to
shape the formation of the city in the future.
Understanding Tufo
Understanding the volcanic properties of Tufo in the context of the
contemporary city should be encouraged. Future development should respond
to the natural recession of tufo walls and accommodate for this.
Encouraging use of the Subsoil
National and regional measures should be taken to facilitate the granting
of concessions for the use of the subsoil of Naples. Disused quarries and
hypogeum networks would benefit by being brought back into the public
domain. Careful use and monitoring would help to stabilise and introduce a
long-term plan for the adaption these environments.
Bracing
Using Earthworks and Footings to brace vulnerable sites (especially hollows
similar to the Tronari quarry) could be incorporated into future developments
as a method of increasing stabilisation. Planting should be considered as
extensive root systems hold soil in place whilst preventing soil compaction
and improving drainage.
Waste Disposal
Introduce and enforce proper waste disposal systems that reduce the risk of
waste blocking up cavities or contaminating land. Where possible recycling
and re-use of waste products should be encouraged on a city-wide scale.
The Next Generation
An effort should be undertaken to make the young more conscious of
problems connected with the subsoil.

figure 119 Earthworks; Geopolitical
strategies for ground in the
Neapolitan context
Originally drawn 1:2500 at A0

N
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CONCLUSION
Through Of/On/Over Tufo we have explored the porosity of Naples
through its unique and increasingly precarious ground condition.
As the Tufo City sinks further we have sought to remind the city
of its volcanic substrate and suggest new methods of occupying its
surface to adapt to the shifting ground. Through our intervention in
the Lotti and Tronari quarries we have worked in parallel to create
programmes that strengthen the connection between the residents of
the Rione Sanità district and the substrate beneath them. From this
position we look out to the rest of the city and in particular to the
districts most vulnerable to anthropogenic earth movement.
For those wishing to continue this research, we compel architects,
surveyors, planners and geologists to continue to bring awareness
to these ground issues facing Naples. Some effects by infrastructures
weighing heavy upon these historical grounds are irreversible,
however the frequency of episodes of instability (sinkholes, landslides
and cave-ins) can be reduced if infrastructures are rethought and
reconditioned to work with, not against, their shifting ground.
Underground cavities can be inhabited, brought to light and through
new regulations, Earthworks throughout the city may bring some
stability to Naples’ urban fabric.
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